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http://www.securityjobs.net
Security Jobs Network™ is a subscription-based service that provides up-to-date information to its readers based on
comprehensive research and collection of current professional-level security and loss prevention opportunities. SJN research
covers an extensive range of open source information to include search firms, corporate recruiters, professional associations and
personal network contacts from around the world.
SJN’s role is to save the job seeker valuable time by identifying and qualifying information on current opportunities. With the
information available on the SJN site, the job seeker can more accurately formulate position-specific responses to listings of
interest. This allows SJN’s subscribers to maximize their time to focus on developing an effective job search strategy and marketing
plan, as well as network with their peers.
Since its launch in July 1998, SJN has carried over 50,000 security jobs. Positions on the SJN site are professional-level
opportunities with compensation ranging from $40,000 - $350,000+. Job listings are updated several times weekly and for
informational purposes remain active for 30 days. Within each listing, subscribers are presented with the organization’s preferred
contact method and details, thereby allowing the job seeker to have control over, and be responsible for, their own job search
efforts.
SJN remains the most definitive source available for non-technical related professional level positions listings within the following
categories:







Management of a Corporate Security or Loss Prevention Function
Investigators-Public, Private, Criminal or Civil
Contract Security Management
Security Consulting
Executive Protection
Other Salaried, Protection of Assets Related Positions

Employers, recruiters and advertising agencies may post an unlimited number of positions at no charge, and there are no
restrictions on listing size. SJN offers employers this service fee free; therefore, SJN is not limited to only a handful of position
postings that result from paid advertisements. This ensures SJN subscribers have access to a larger quantity of industry-specific
positions as compared to pay-for-listing sites. Free job postings can be submitted via the website at: www.securityjobs.net
Subscription rates are extremely affordable, ranging from $3.10 - $3.50 (USD) per week depending on duration. The lower-cost
discounted rates are offered for longer running subscriptions. Registration request forms are accessible online via the website.
“The sites selected for The Top 100 in WEDDLE’s 2011/12 Guide to Employment Sites on the Internet represent the elite of the
online employment services industry. They consistently provide high caliber support and services to job seekers, employers and
recruiters alike.” Peter Weddle, CEO WEDDLE’s LLC. The Security Jobs Network was also been voted a “Top 500 Site” in
“CareerXRoads”, for 5 consecutive years and is named as offering “great research” on the well regarding online “Riley Guide”.
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